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PREPARATION
Hardware and Software for Students
Hardware:
•

Every student brings her/his laptop to the ISP (“bring your own device”)

Students will need already installed software on each laptop:
•

Excel (or other spreadsheet software, able to read Excel files)

•

Rapidminer Studio (https://rapidminer.com/products/studio)

•

-

Community Edition free (up to 10000 data rows) or Academic License to students, professors and researchers also free upon registration

-

installation guide: https://docs.rapidminer.com/latest/studio/installation/

-

together with the „Text Processing“ Extension (also free)

-

guide for adding extensions:
https://docs.rapidminer.com/latest/studio/installation/adding-extensions.html
 then select „Text Processing“ Extension

-

Online instructions and courses: https://academy.rapidminer.com/

recommended: Notepad++ (instead of Editor.exe), Open Source
-

https://notepad-plus-plus.org/

Pre-reading Assignments for Students
Students will need to read in preparation for the ISP:
•

Regular Expressions Quick Start

Legal Framework
Directives, regulations, auditing standards etc. will not be printed, but are available online.
(The same applies to data necessary in the case studies.)
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THE SOPHIA’S DREAM STORY GOES ON
What happened
Sophia’s Dream Group (SDG) is the leading manufacturer and retailer in eco-fashion – sustainable
and organic clothing. The clothes are currently available online and through luxury department
stores in various countries.
Aiming at further development, Sophia’s Dream Company currently intends to purchase XFashion
Group, a clothing retail company focusing on fashion for teenagers and children.
Because of recent fraud cases in the industry, SDG wants not only to perform a normal due diligence
but also insists on an audit of XFashion. XFashion’s management and owners did accept this.
Therefore, prior to the takeover, both the group financial statements, and the individual financial
statements of all XFashion subsidiaries will be audited. The CSR report is not subject to assurance.

Information about the Audit Company
Europestars is a medium-sized national CPA firm and member of the international network “Allstars”.
The firm provides auditing, preparation and review of the clients’ financial statements. The partnership has over 600 professionals on the payroll.
Furthermore, Europestars provides tax work including the preparation of income tax returns, tax
planning and consulting, and advice involving information systems, mergers and acquisitions. Most of
the clients are in the wholesale and the automotive supply industry.
You have just graduated in accounting and informatics. Europestars is your current employer and you
are a member of the IT-audit team of XFashion. Following tasks were assigned to your team:
A. Audit process – together with your team, you need to attend a workshop introducing you
into the audit process and basic procedures and objectives
B. Gaining an understanding of the industry – you should collect specific peer data from online
databases to fulfil the requirements of the standards (spec. ISA 315)
C. File formats for reporting – you are in charge of the data collection and you discuss with
your audit team which file formats are common for financial data
D. Identifying material audit areas – together with your team you should identify the material
audit areas; you will focus on ratio analysis within this task
E. Analytical procedures and substantive tests – together with your team, you will select suitable analytical procedures and substantive tests to proof the audited data
F. Process Mining – together with your team, you will test process coherence and chronology,
by means of process mining
G. Journal Entry Testing – you and your team are in charge of journal entry testing to proof the
analysed dataset
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H. Document analysis – rental agreements and their classification will be analysed (leasing –
use Rapidminer)
I.

Consistency between narratives and monetary figures – together with your team, you are in
charge with the intelligent read of the annual report and all information provided in it, in order to test the consistency between narratives and monetary figures (use Rapidminer)

J.

Red flags – throughout the whole auditing process, you need to be aware of the auditor’s
responsibilities relating to indicators for economic problems or fraud

K. Final discussion – you need to take part in the final discussion of the audit engagement, together with the whole audit team (not only the IT audit team)
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A. AUDIT PROCESS
The following pages include a short and rough introduction into auditing. The first part describes the
aims and results of auditing. The second part explains the risk oriented audit approach and the
phases of the audit process. In the last part various important auditing standards are shortly illustrated.

Aims and Results of Auditing
Financial statements of corporations have to be audited regularly. The audit is statutory for annual
accounts and consolidated accounts of these corporations. Audits were invented due to the separation of the owners/shareholders and the management of a company. This separation is also referred
to as the principal-agent-problem, as information asymmetries might occur. Audits are intended to
reduce the information asymmetry between the management and the shareholders. The aim of a financial statements’ audit is to ensure that the information provided by the management (financial
statement) is in accordance with the relevant national or international accounting principles and provides a true and fair view onto the company’s economic situation.
It must be stressed that the company is responsible to prepare the financial statements.
However, as an output of the audit, the auditor has to provide an opinion whether the financial
statements are stated in accordance with the relevant accounting standards or not.
The financial statements’ audit has to be conducted in a way that allows the auditor to build an opinion with reasonable assurance if the audited financial statement includes material misstatements.
The term ‘reasonable assurance’ indicates that the assurance is not absolute and that – although the
auditor has done a ‘good job’ – the financial statement can still include misstatements. The term
‘material misstatements’ refers to those misstatements that might affect the decisions of the addresses or users of financial statements. Therefore, the auditor has to define materiality – to find out
if misstatements are material or immaterial.
If a financial statement does not include material misstatements, the auditor issues an unqualified
opinion. Otherwise – if the financial statement includes material misstatements – the auditor has to
issue a modified audit opinion. A modified audit opinion includes qualified opinions, an adverse opinion and a disclaimer of opinion. The auditor would express an appropriately modified opinion e.g. if
the financial statement is not free from material misstatements, but the error is limited in scope and
size. An adverse opinion would apply if the limits of the error(s) are not clear. Disclaimer of opinion
might result if the auditor was not able to complete the planned audit.
If misstatements occur, auditors are aimed to classify it either as error (= unintended) or as fraud (=
purposeful). Further, auditors have to keep their professional scepticism – but they are not mainly
searching for fraud.
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Risk Oriented Audit Approach
Auditing needs a compromise between the time/costs of an audit and the reliability of its findings
(was the audit opinion correct?). Against this background, it is a good idea to spend more time/costs
on areas where the risk of material misstatements is expected to be higher. This is called the risk oriented audit approach.
Therefore the risk assessment is of immense relevance within an audit. It can be found in the five
phases of the audit process:
•

Phase I – Client acceptance

•

Phase II – Planning an audit

•

Phase III – Testing and evidence

•

Phase IV – Evaluation and reporting

•

Phase V – Quality assurance

Within phase I, the auditor has to decide if the client is accepted. To decide this, information about
the potential audit client has to be gathered. For accepting a client, the auditor needs to have sufficient time, staff and administrative resources to handle the audit.
If the client is accepted, planning activities and analytical audit procedures have to be performed. In
phase II, the auditor has gained an understanding of the client’s business and industry to assess the
client’s business risk. Based on the knowledge about the company’s business risks, the auditor has to
decide about the detection risk, which is usually determined by the inherent risk, the control risk and
the relevant overall audit risk.
Phase III includes testing and gathering evidence, in order to gather sufficient appropriate evidence.
The following figure shows the audit procedures that lead to sufficient appropriate evidence:

Test of
controls

Substantive
tests of
transactions

Analytical
procedures

Tests of
details of
balances

Sufficient
appropriate
audit
evidence

Phase IV of the audit process includes the finalisation of the audit procedures and wrap up procedures to draw final conclusions. Further, a final overall judgement using all audit documents and results that have been gathered throughout the audit process has to be made. Based on that overall
judgement, the auditor has to decide about the appropriate audit process opinion and report this decision to the management and to those charged with governance. Lastly, the audit opinion has to be
issued. The audit opinion (also called audit report) is the only thing that most users see in the audit
process.
After the audit procedures are conducted and the audit opinion is issued, the (internal and external)
quality assurance takes place (phase V). Internal quality assurance includes various procedures and
mechanisms that are implemented within the audit firm, e.g. internal quality reviews by another
partner that was not involved into the audit. By external quality assurance mainly the activities of the
Auditor Oversight Bodies are meant.
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Important Auditing Standards
To structure the audit process, various national and international auditing standards have been approved. In the European context, the International Standards on Auditing (ISAs) are aimed to provide
a high audit quality. They are organised all along the audit process.
In the context of the risk-oriented audit approach, the following ISAs are of specific relevance:

ISA 300 – Planning an Audit of Financial Statements
This standard explains the considerations and defines the regulations of the auditor concerning activities executed during the planning of an audit. The content is meant regarding a follow-up audit. Considerations concerning the audit plan of an initial audit are clarified in ISA 300.13 and more detailed
in ISA 510. Regarding the planning of an audit, the development of an audit strategy and the development of an audit program are needed to support the auditor in reaching the goal of performing
the audit effectively. An adequate planning is also necessary to reduce the audit risk to its reasonable
minimum. Both the audit strategy and the audit program have to be modified during the audit, if
needed. Additionally, it is in the responsibility of the auditor to plan the type, timing and scope of the
audit and to monitor and supervise the audit team members. The specific points, which the audit
strategy and audit program should contain, are listed in ISA 300.5, ISA 300.7 and ISA 300.9.

ISA 315 (revised) – Identifying and Assessing the Risks of Material Misstatement through Understanding the Entity and Its Environment
It is necessary for the auditor to gain an understanding of the entity, its environment and the internal
controls so that it is possible to assess the risks of potential material misstatements. Material misstatements may occur concerning fraud or mistakes. Therefore, it is necessary to achieve an understanding for setting appropriate audit procedures. The auditor has to identify material misstatement
on the basis of assertions, concerning business risks and the internal control system, and significant
risks, which need more specific audit procedures. The entirety of the audit procedures need to be
documented and reported.

ISA 320 – Materiality in Planning and Performing an Audit
The goal of the auditor is the development and consideration of a “concept of materiality” in the
context of the audit planning and audit execution. In combination of ISA 450, it is illustrated how materiality in assessing the impact of misstatement identified during the audit or unadjusted misstatements on the financial statements should be handled. The determination of the materiality lies in the
professional judgement of the auditor and is dependent on the financial information needs of the addressees of the financial statements and the perception and judgement of the auditor referring to
them. Misstatements are material if incorrect financial representations, including disclosure that has
not occurred, individually or in connection to other financial information, are likely to influence the
economic decisions of the hypothetic addressees of the financial statements.
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ISA 240 – The Auditor’s Responsibilities Relating to Fraud in an Audit of Financial Statements
Generally, the requirements of this standard are relevant throughout the whole auditing process and
refer to the responsibilities of the auditor concerning to fraud. Misstatements can occur unintentionally or even intentionally. Two types of fraud are important, concerning the considerations of the auditor. Firstly, if fraud occurred because of manipulation of financial reporting, or secondly, because of
asset damage. The primary responsibility to prevent and/or detect fraud lies with the management.
However, the auditor has to indicate fraud and the fraud risk factor, if fraud is not clearly recognized.
Additionally, it is part of the scepticism of the auditor to keep in mind that also cases of “management override” may occur. On that basis, the auditor has to set appropriate audit procedures.

ISA 500 – Audit Evidence
The aim of the auditor concerning ISA 500 is to plan and conduct audit procedures in a way that it is
possible to attain appropriate and qualified audit evidence which leads to conclusions about the
opinion of a financial statement. Audit evidence includes information on accounting records, confirmations of third parties, analyses, comparable data of competitors, other report or information concerning observations and controls. If auditors detect inconsistencies or have doubts about the credibility, they should judge whether there should be a change concerning the audit procedures.

ISA 520 – Analytical Procedures
Analytical Procedures within the meaning of ISA 520 are understood as the evaluation of financial
information by analysing plausible relationships of financial and non-financial data. Additionally, it
deals with the responsibility of the auditor to perform analytical procedures at the end of the audit
supporting the overall conclusion. Analytical procedures can also be used for procedures for risk assessment. It is in the responsibility of the auditor to determine the suitability of the analytical procedures, investigate differences, if material changes occur during the execution of analytical procedures, inquiring the management and to perform other audit procedures if it is not possible for the
management to clarify those differences and changes.

ISA 570 – Going Concern
Generally, financial statements are prepared on the basis of the assumption of going concern. It lies
in the auditor’s responsibility to judge whether the management’s assessment of the company’s ability to continue its business activities is correct as well as to assess that impact on the auditor’s report. It is not possible for the auditor to forecast the totality of events which may force the management to discontinue the business activities. Therefore, the absence of any reference to the uncertainty of going concern in the auditor’s report can’t be seen as a guarantee of the ability of the company to continue its business activities. Already by gaining an understanding of the business and its
economic environment, the auditor has to assess potential risks concerning the going concern assumption. If there occur any doubts about the going concern assumption, the auditor has to inquire
the management, gather sufficient appropriate audit evidence if the management undertakes appropriate actions to improve the situation, analyse cash flows and other important forecast data.
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B. UNDERSTANDING THE INDUSTRY
Relevance of understanding the company and its environment
Understanding the industry helps to plan the audit. Its importance is stressed by ISA 315 (Understanding the Entity and Its Environment). There are many data sources that can be helpful. One possibility is to collect peer group data from official online company registers.
Peer group data of companies in an industry can also be relevant for auditing in other ways:
•

Comparing ratios (common size analysis of B/S and P/L)
e.g. to find abnormal high stocks.

•

Comparing narratives (textual information)
e.g. about the future outlook for the company and the whole industry.

•

Comparing notes about accounting policies
e.g. discount rates used for impairment testing of goodwill or intangibles.

Case Study Company Registers
We want to investigate data from 4 different fashion companies (see below).
Go to the company register website, search for the company, download the financial report or – if
this is too difficult or expensive - at least search for the company’s turnover and profit/loss.
Please also note your experiences:
•

Which language(s) are available for navigation on the website?

•

Is access to the information free or do you have to pay for it?

•

In which language(s) are the financial reports available?

For the 2 listed companies also visit their “investor relations” website:
•

How does reporting of listed companies differ from private companies?
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Here are the 4 companies:
(1) The fashion label “Zadig et Voltaire” (www.zadig-et-voltaire.com) is a brand of the company
ZV France, legal form: Société par actions simplifiée
Address: 11 Avenue d'Iéna, 75116 Paris, France
Register number: 413484981
You can find the company register at: www.infogreffe.fr
Use the data from financial year 2017.
(2) The fashion label “Hugo Boss” (www.hugoboss.com) is a brand of the company HUGO BOSS,
legal form: Aktiengesellschaft (AG)
Address: Dieselstraße 12, 72555 Metzingen, Deutschland
Register number: HRB 360610
You can find the company register at: www.unternehmensregister.de
Shareholder information is also given on: group.hugoboss.com/en/investors
Use the consolidated financial statements (“Konzernabschluss”) of year 2018.
(3) The fashion label “OPUS” (opus-fashion.com) is a brand of the company SIMPLICITY INVEST,
legal form: Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung (GmbH)
Address: Otto-Hahn-Str. 34, 33442 Herzebrock-Clarholz, Deutschland
Register number: HRB 9926
You can find the company register at: www.unternehmensregister.de
Use the consolidated financial statements (“Konzernabschluss”) of year 2017.
(4) The fashion label “H&M” (www.hm.com) is a brand of the company H & M Hennes & Mauritz, legal form: Publikt aktiebolag
Address: Mäster Samuelsgatan 46, 10638 Stockholm, Sweden
Register number: 556070-1715
You can find the company register at: bolagsverket.se,
especially: bolagsverket.se/en/us/about/e-services/foretagsfakta
Shareholder information is also given on: hmgroup.com/investors.html
Use the consolidated financial statements of year 2018.

Label

Company

Year

Zadig et Voltaire

ZV France

2017

Hugo Boss

HUGO BOSS

2018

OPUS

SIMPLICITY INVEST

2017

H&M

H & M Hennes & Mauritz

2018
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Turnover

Profit/Loss

C. FILE FORMATS FOR REPORTING
Changes in technical requirements for financial reporting
The EU changed the so-called Transparency Directive. Amongst other things the “DIRECTIVE
2013/50/EU OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of 22 October 2013 amending
Directive 2004/109/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council on the harmonisation of transparency” added to the Transparency Directive
•

paragraph 7 of “Art. 4 Annual financial reports” and

•

“Art. 21a European electronic access point”.

As a result, after 1.1.2020 for listed companies and their consolidated financial reports in the EU we
have only one website where their financial report can be found. This is called “European Electronic
Access Point”.
Besides that the ESMA (European Securities and Markets Authority, www.esma.europa.eu) developed a technical standard for the file format that should be used for disclosure. ESMA concluded that
XHTML together with iXBRL is the most suitable technology for Consolidated Accounts under IFRS.
This is the “European Single Electronic Format” (ESEF).
Documents:
•

Transparency Directive 2013-50-EU Art 4 and 21a.pdf

•

FAQ on European Single Electronic Format (ESEF).pdf
plus the documents referenced within it

•

Commission Delegated Regulation (ESEF) first 24 pages.pdf (of more than 700 pages)

Auditing and File Formats
Auditors must deal with this issue as well:
•

ESEF can be displayed in a web browser and read by humans without problems. But it additionally contains the data in a form that is machine readable by computers. Auditors must
assure that e.g. the revenue number read by humans and the revenue number “read” by a
computer are identical.

•

Financial reports from a peer group used for benchmarking or to understand the industry
(environment) might be in ESEF or in other data formats.

•

Intracompany reporting like from subsidiaries to the parent or from permanent establishments to the headquarter might also use ESEF or other data formats.

Therefore, auditors should be aware of the characteristics, pros and cons of ESEF and other common
formats for the exchange or disclosure of financial information.
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Properties of the ESEF Standard
European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) proposed a new digital format for issuers’ financial reporting. ESMA has set out the European Single Electronic Format – (ESEF) which issuers in the
EU must use to report their company information.
Preparers must prepare their IFRS financial statements in the human readable XHTML format, which
standard browsers can read without the need for specialized tools. XHTML can be opened with
standard web browsers and can be prepared and displayed as intended by the issuer.
Issuers must label the IFRS consolidated financial statements using XBRL, which is machine-readable.
This allows for instance the analysis of large amounts of financial information without extensive and
burdensome manual processing. Furthermore, as XBRL taxonomies can contain labels in several languages, users can compare numeric information in the financial statements across issuers even
though the issuers prepare their financial statements in different languages. The XBRL data is embedded into the XHTML document through Inline XBRL format.
Structured electronic reporting using XBRL requires the existence of a taxonomy, which is a given hierarchical structure used to classify financial information. The IFRS Foundation’s Taxonomy should be
used to transfer financial information into structured data for the electronic reporting of IFRS financial statements.
WHEN WILL THE ESEF COME INTO FORCE?
Subject to the completion of the legislative process by the European co-legislators, the ESEF will enter into force on the twentieth day following that of its publication in the Official Journal of the European Union and will apply to AFRs containing consolidated financial statements for financial years
beginning on or after 1 January 2020.
The IFRS consolidated primary financial statements (income statement, balance sheet, etc.) shall be
marked up in detail, whereas the notes to these financial statements need to be marked up by applying mark-ups for whole sections of the notes (block tagging).
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Case Study XFashionLogistics
Explore the Financial Report of XFashionLogistics Ltd. in different file formats.
Discuss the benefits and problems of these formats:
•

Usability by humans?

•

Usability for automated data processing by machines?

•

Company-specific data format or international standard?

1 XFashionLogistics (pdf).pdf  open with any pdf-reader

2 XFashionLogistics (Word).docx  open with MS-Word (or compatible software)

3 XFashionLogistics (based on Excel).xlsx  open with MS-Excel (or compatible software)

4 XFashionLogistics (HTML).html

 open with any web browser AND
 open with Notepad++

5 XFashionLogistics (HTML with css).html

 open with any web browser AND
 open with Notepad++

6 XFashionLogistics (only data as xml).xml  open with Notepad++

7 XFashionLogistics (only data as xml - version 2).xml  open with Notepad++

8 XFashionLogistics (XHTML with css and XML inside).html
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 open with any web browser
 open with Notepad++

XML, XBRL, iXBRL and ESEF
To use XML for data exchange, the sender and the receiver of the information need to agree on the
tags they want to use. For example for the revenue of a company, should the tag be named
<revenue> … </revenue> or
<turnover> … </turnover> or
<sales> … </sales> or … ?
This could be negotiated between parties, but it makes much more sense to use a common standard.
For financial reporting such an XML standard is XBRL (eXtensible Business Reporting Language). The
agreement which tags to use is called “taxonomy”. The organization that takes care of this process is
XBRL International (www.xbrl.org) together with local “jurisdinctions”.
To be precise there is not only one XBRL taxonomy, but (at least) one for every accounting standard.
So we have e.g. an IFRS taxonomy, a US-GAAP taxonomy, a German-GAAP taxonomy and so on.
XBRL also adds some benefits like:
•

Labels for the numbers in the report could be displayed in different languages. So a number
“237” could be displayed in English as “Sales“, in French as “Chiffre d’affairs” or in German as
“Umsatzerlöse”. (Unfortunately, the texts in the notes or in the management report will not
be translated.)

•

The report can use and mix different units like the currencies “Euro”, “Yen”, “SEK” and so on.

•

The numbers can be given in different precision e.g. in full Euros, in thousand Euros or in million Euros and the computer will understand it.

XBRL is part of the so-called “sematic web”, because the computer cannot only read the numbers,
but will also know what they mean.

iXBRL (“inline XBRL”) is XBRL combined with HTML, where the XBRL data is embedded inside the
HTML file. This offers the same benefits as our “8 XFashionLogistics (XHTML with css and XML inside).html” example from above. It can be displayed with a browser and understood by a computer.
The European standard ESEF basically is iXBRL that uses the IFRS-Taxonomy (as defined by the EU).
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Example of an iXBRL file from the UK (numbers and texts that are tagged are highlighted):
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D. IDENTIFYING MATERIAL AUDIT AREAS
Materiality in Planning the Audit
Auditing should focus on areas where material risks might be expected. Other areas are of less importance. Here ratio analysis can be beneficial in several ways.

Case Study Ratio Analysis for Audit Planning
Here are the Income Statement and the Statement of Financial Position for a specific subsidiary of
XFashion:

INCOME STATEMENT
Revenue
Cost of sales
Selling and distribution expenses
Administration expenses
Other operating income and expenses
Operating result (EBIT)
Interest and similar income
Interest and similar expenses
Financial result
Earnings before taxes
Income taxes
Net income
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2016

2017

2018

577234
-198955
378279
-265924
-63033
-2035
47288

589938
-209876
380062
-268637
-63363
-1947
46114

540340
-195063
345277
-269165
-63812
-1961
10339

30
-5006
-4976

75
-5947
-5872

45
-6628
-6583

42311
-12886
29425

40242
-11851
28391

3756
-1073
2683

Assets

2016

2017

2018

Goodwill
Other Intangible assets
Property, plant and equipment
Deferred tax assets
Non-current financial assets
Other non-current assets
Non-current assets

83739
3710
16207
1460
2536
65
107717

83739
3739
16184
1583
2690
167
108101

83739
3740
18121
1476
904
189
108168

Inventories
Trade receivables
Current tax receivables
Current financial assets
Other current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Current assets
Total

95465
34015
2784
6886
28429
1226
168806
276523

105862
45578
2950
7946
22478
250
185064
371529

187495
64986
3057
8268
24159
53
288018
386530

2016

2017

2018

Subscribed capital
Capital reserve
Retained earnings
Equity

10000
4000
64240
78240

10000
4000
92135
106135

10000
4000
95558
109558

Non-current provisions
Non-current financial liabilities
Deferred tax liabilities
Other non-current liabilities
Non-current liabilities

1520
78994
2547
1358
84419

1501
93029
2239
12199
108968

1413
104642
2273
11124
119453

20206
35936
709
41709
15304
113864
276523

22973
48906
667
55358
28524
156427
371529

22434
58214
661
64374
11837
157520
386530

Equity and liabilities

Current provisions
Current financial liabilities
Income tax payables
Trade payables
Other current liabilities
Current liabilities
Total

Analyse the situation and perform a ratio analysis.
Where would you identify areas with a high risk of material misstatements?
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E. ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES
Introduction
Audit engagements provide users with a reasonable assurance of the fact that the annual financial
statements haven’t been materially misstated. The auditor’s opinion is supported by audit evidence.
It is however very costly to perform detail tests and obtain audit evidence for all significant assertions
of the management. Hence, auditors will sometimes need to analyse and correlate the large amount
of financial and non-financial information, gathered both in the planning stage, and during the engagement, up to the moment when all procedures performed, evidence obtained and conclusions formed
will be reviewed. This belongs to the risk oriented audit approach.
Such analyses and correlations are known as ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES. Auditors design suitable analytical procedures, based on their professional judgment, practically acting similar to detectives.

Requirements of the main applicable ISAs
International Standard on Auditing - ISA 520 ”Analytical procedures” deals with the auditor’s use of
analytical procedures as substantive procedures. It also deals with the auditor’s responsibility to perform analytical procedures near the end of the audit that assist the auditor when forming an overall
conclusion on the financial statements.
ISA 315 deals also with the use of analytical procedures as risk assessment procedures.
ISA 330 includes requirements and guidance regarding the nature, timing and extent of audit procedures in response to assessed risks; these audit procedures may include substantive analytical procedures.
According to 2016-2017 IAASB Handbook (volume 1) – ISA 520, para. 4, the term “analytical procedures” means evaluations of financial information through analysis of plausible relationships among
both financial and non-financial data. Analytical procedures also encompass such investigation as is
necessary of identified fluctuations or relationships that are inconsistent with other relevant information or that differ from expected values by a significant amount.
The requirements of ISA 520 related to designing and performing substantive analytical procedures:
• Determine the suitability of particular substantive analytical procedures for given assertions,
taking account of the assessed risks of material misstatement and tests of details, if any, for
these assertions;
•

Evaluate the reliability of data from which the auditor’s expectation of recorded amounts or
ratios is developed, taking account of source, comparability, and nature and relevance of information available, and controls over preparation;

•

Develop an expectation of recorded amounts or ratios and evaluate whether the expectation
is sufficiently precise to identify a misstatement that, individually or when aggregated with
other misstatement, may cause the financial statements to be materially misstated; and
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•

Determine the amount of any difference of recorded amounts from expected values that is
acceptable without further investigation.

Whenever auditors identify fluctuations or relationships that are inconsistent with other relevant information or that differ from expected values by a significant amount, they will investigate such differences by inquiring of management and obtaining appropriate audit evidence relevant to management’s responses, and performing other additional audit procedures as necessary in the circumstances, according to paragraph 7 – ISA 520.

Case Study Analytical procedures in the audit of HR expenses
Aiming at further development, Sophia’s Dream Company currently intends to purchase XFashion
Group, a clothing retail company focusing on fashion for teenagers and children.
Prior to the takeover, both the group financial statements, and the individual financial statements of
all XFashion subsidiaries, as at 31 December 2018, will be audited.
Mr. John, the engagement partner, asks you to design and perform analytical procedures on HR expenses (expenses for wages and salaries) accounted for by MoreFashion Ltd, a subsidiary of XFashion.
The CFO of MoreFashion provides you with following financial and non-financial information:

Month
(1)

HR Expenses
2018
- paid wages (Euro)
(2)

Sales
(Euro)

No. of
employees

(3)

(4)

Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun

375,703
389,024
388,022
352,453
385,150
372,574

1,878,515
1,945,120
1,940,110
1,743,446
1,925,750
1,862,870

142
148
150
147
148
141

Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov

366,616
432,129
357,465
401,918
411,491

1,833,080
1,703,330
1,787,325
2,009,590
2,057,455

137
134
135
142
145

489,469
4,722,014

2,042,030
22,728,621

144

Dec
Total
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In performing your task, you will also consider following additional information:
•

The average wage during 2017 amounted to €2,650;

•

The paid wages depend on the productivity of the employees. Productivity is measured as
sales/employee. The production cycle is short and finished products are sold immediately after their completion, so that there are no finished products in stock. Products are manufactured only based on firm delivery orders.

•

In order to motivate its employees, the company paid a summer holiday bonus in August
2018, amounting to €90,000, as well as a winter holiday bonus in December 2018, amounting
to €80,000.

•

The engagement partner advises you to accept a maximum deviation of €10,000/month, i.e.
a maximum difference of €10,000/month between an expected amount and an amount resulting from the analytical procedure performed. Any difference up to this limit will be considered reasonable and accepted. For any difference over €10,000/month, you will need to
perform additional procedures and tests.

The analytical procedures that you will design and perform must correlate the monthly HR expenses
with the number of employees, on the one hand, and with the productivity, on the other hand. In
forming a conclusion, you should also consider the summer and winter holiday bonuses paid during
the year.
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F. PROCESS MINING
Concept of Process Mining
Today in companies like XFashion, all real-life transactions are mirrored in digital form. They are processed in ERP systems and stored in databases. The databases also contain also documents and
bookkeeping journal entries. The ERP system records all activities in log files.

Benefits of digitalized data can be used to ensure a reliable and efficient audit.
The aim of process mining in an audit context lies in the discovery, monitoring and improvement of
real processes – not assumed ones – by the extraction of knowledge from various event logs. The following video shows a partner showcase about process mining in general:
https://powerbi.microsoft.com/de-de/partner-showcase/kpmg-processmining
In the audit context, process mining may be used wherever individual steps of a process, that is relevant for the audit, are stored in an IT system, to be able to trace the coherence and chronology of
these steps. This traceability is ensured by a process log (also called event log) and ensures additionally that there is no possibility to rewrite history.
Instead of sampling small sets of cases, it is now possible for the auditor to examine the whole process with every single instance in a continuous way. The techniques of process mining deliver a
higher check compliance and ensure the reliability and validity of the information given from the organization about the core processes.

Process Mining and Fraud Discovery?
There are several options for analysis, e.g. do you have “suspicious” cases, in which there were deviations from the standard procedure? This can be a hint for errors or fraud.
Companies are required to prepare and issue financial statements that fairly reflect their performance and financial position. While most public companies provide financial reports that are free
from material misstatements; fraud continues to exist. In the literature, two types of accounting
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frauds are identified: (i) fraud committed by top management to maintain an illusion of high performance by the company (e.g. in order to raise capital for their firms or to mislead investors, board of
directors and the general public), and (ii) fraud committed by management at all levels or staff for
personal gain, to earn bonuses and enhanced compensation.
Accounting fraud is an issue of great concern to the business community including: (a) auditors who
are engaged to render an opinion as to whether the financial reports fairly present the company’s
financial position and results of operations in conformity with established standards; (b) board of directors who bear the primary responsibility for the preparation and content of the financial reports;
(c) investors and potential investors; (d) corporate managers; and (e) the general public, and as a result, regulators, legislators and other public policy makers. These parties all have an interest in preventing and detecting fraud before investment decisions are made on materially misstated financial
statements.
Accounting fraud differs from other frauds in that it is committed usually by management to deceive
financial statement users while misappropriation of assets is committed against an entity, most often
by employees. Accounting fraud is the intentional, material misstatement of financial statements or
financial disclosures or the perpetration of an illegal act that has a material direct effect on the financial statements or financial disclosure. The classification of an action as being fraudulent may depend
on the motivation behind it.
Accounting fraud does not start with dishonesty; rather, it may begin with pressure to meet financial
targets and the fear that failure to meet these targets will be viewed as unforgivable. Alternatively,
the perpetrator of fraud may be driven by dishonesty and personal gain (for example, to protect bonuses) rather than by pressure from the organization. This resonates with Cressey’s fraud triangle
which identifies three factors: private non-shareable incentives or pressure, contextual opportunities
to commit fraud; and ability to rationalize fraud.
Examples of popular companies that committed fraud in the past:
•

Juergen Schneider (Germany, 1994)

•

Parmalat (Italy, 2003)

Document: Two Fraud Cases.pdf

What circumstances might facilitate the existence of fraud?
Standards:
•

ISA 240, The Auditor's Responsibilities Relating to Fraud in an Audit of Financial Statements;

•

ISA 315, Identifying and Assessing the Risks of Material Misstatement through Understanding
the Entity and Its Environment
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Case Study Discovering Conspicuous System Usage
Unusual bookings may be manual bookings, bookings of unusual amounts, unusual combinations of
debit and credit accounts, bookings at unusual times (e.g. midnight), bookings with an unusual text
or booking by an unauthorized person.
Excerpts of an ERP system log file are included in Orders (Task).xlsx
Search for anomalies:
•

Which persons are uncommon users? (e.g. managing directors)

•

Were transaction made outside the usual business hours? (regarding weekday or time)

•

Were orders given to non-regular suppliers? (not usual)
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G. JOURNAL ENTRY TESTING
Concept of Journal Entry Testing
Within the development of the digitalization the audit process has gone and will go through changes,
too. Concerning data analysis, it is now possible not only to document and save data, but also to recognize the origins of a booking as part of the value-adding process.
Computer Aided Auditing requires software that perform specific tasks (e.g. collecting, selecting,
sorting, summarizing, comparing, evaluating).The software might run directly on the client‘s computer system (if the client allows it). An alternative approach is to export some relevant data from
the client‘s computer to a file. The auditor can import this file on his computer and analyse the data
there.
•

Widespread commercial software tools are e.g. ACL and IDEA, which offer very comprehensive functions.

•

However, many tasks can also be solved in spreadsheet programs like Excel.

The testing of journal entries (JET) is a common practice.
“Journal Entry Tests” (JET) is a term for describing methods to analyse transaction data more targeted. It can be used to identify journal entries, which show abnormalities and may represent misstatements. The obligation to carry out JET arises from the International Standards of Auditing (ISA),
ISA 240.
JET have to be a continuous support throughout the audit process. At the beginning, rough deviations can be recognised through JET, so that risk areas can be identified. During the preliminary examination, JET can be used for functional tests. During the main audit, JET supports analytical and
individual audits.
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Case Study Selecting Specific Data Records
Open the file Revenues (Task).xlsx
Select specific data records depending on revenue:
•

Amount higher than 50,000 €

•

Amount between 9,800 and 10,000 €

•

With discounts granted

•

Of product L-4000

•

Of a customer with CustomerID = 204

•

Between 23.12.2017 and 1.1.2018

Case Study Pivot Tables
Open the file Revenues (Task).xlsx again.
Create aggregations using pivot tables:
•

Revenue amounts per product.

•

Number of orders/invoices per product.

•

Average revenue amounts of order/invoice per product.

•

Revenue amounts per customer.

•

Revenue amounts per discount condition.

•

Revenue amounts per customer and per product.

•

Revenue amounts per customer and only for products of Type SM-…

•

Number of orders/invoices per customer and per discount condition.
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Case Study Age Structure Analysis
If receivables due have not yet been settled this might be an indication that the customer is in economic trouble. He might not be able to fully pay his debts in the future and an impairment might be
necessary. Therefore in accounting it is important to analyse the age structure of receivables.
Open the file Receivables (Task).xlsx
•

Which receivables are overdue on the reporting date (31.12.2017)?

•

If they are overdue for how many days?

•

How many are overdue for more than 2 weeks?

Receivables are overdue if the date of the invoice plus the days allowed for payment is before the
reporting date.
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H. DOCUMENT ANALYSIS
Concept of document analysis
In document analysis, an algorithm scans the content of (many) documents to extract data from
them and to process it further.
For example, we can use this technology for classification tasks:
Are contracts a financial lease or an operating lease according to IFRS 16? This can be a quite complicated decision that needs many pieces of information.
However, we can illustrate the principle of document analysis in a much simpler case. Here we need
to extract only limited data items. The process to use this data afterwards for accounting purposes is
also fairly simple:
The XFashion PLC has extra capacity from warehouses it does not need any more. Therefore XFashion PLC is offering to third parties that they can use storage capacity and pay for that service.
XFashion PLC has many contracts about providing warehouse storage space. They are also available
in electronic form as pdf files. The data in these contracts are relevant for accounting in two ways:
•

First, each warehouse is a separate Cash Generating Unit (IAS 36.65 ff.). Cash inflows per
building might be so low that an impairment is necessary.

•

Second, XFashion’s customers paid a security deposit to XFashion. The sum of all payments
per customer should add up to the liability in the books.

Because there are many contracts, the content of these contracts shall be extracted automatically
using text mining software.
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Case Study Rental Agreements
There is already some software code in Rapidminer.
It reads contract files that a stored in a certain directory location. For each file (i.e. contract) the code
tries to find data items that we are interested in. The data items are described with search patterns
using “regular expressions”. The code already includes search patterns for the contract terms WAREHOUSE, SIZE, ENDDATE.
•

Define new search patterns using “regular expressions” to extract additional contract data
for LEASEHOLDER, PAYMENT, and DEPOSIT.

•

Export the results as an Excel file (where to store?).

•

Analyse the data and discuss results:

•

Compare over all contracts the sum of the deposits per lessor with the liabilities per lessor
shown in the books. You can use a pivot table in Excel to add numbers.
For comparisons use the data in Check of liabilities for deposits (Task).xlsx

•

Use the sum of the rents per building (warehouse) to compare them with the cash flow projections for the building. You can use a pivot table in Excel to add numbers.
To calculate the “value in use” (IAS 36.30 ff.) of cash generating units assume that XFashion’s
warehouses have no operating costs (i.e. cash flow = rental payments), current rental cash
flow for the year is expected to continue as a perpetuity, but it will grow at 2% p.a. The discount rate is 6%. Assume for simplification also that all payments will made at the end of
each calendar year
For comparisons use the data in Check of value in use for warehouses (Task).xlsx
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Agreement for Warehouse Storage Space Rental Lease
Parties
This agreement is between XFashion PLC (Lessor) and ProFashion Limited (Leasee). It
outlines the rights and obligations of both parties relating to rental of warehouse storage
space.
Space and storage conditions
The warehouse is located at Viale delle Ferrovie 241, Milano (Warehouse). Lessor guaranties
that the storage space will not be smaller than 200 m2. The lessor guarantees that storage
conditions will assure that air temperature is not lower than 5 °C and not above 30 °C, with a
maximum relative humidity of 70%.
Term of rental lease
The term of rental lease will start on 1.1.2019 and continue through 31.12.2021.
Monthly rent payments
Leasee will pay Lessor a monthly rent of 1200 Euros, payable in advance no later than the
first day of every month, except when the first day of the month falls on a weekend or legal
holiday, in which case the rent will be due no later than the next business day.
Security deposit
Upon signing this agreement, Leasee will pay Lessor a security deposit of 7000 Euros. This
security deposit cannot be treated by Leasee as prepayment of the last month’s rent or any
other amounts due to the Lessor. Lessor is not required to keep security deposit funds in a
trust account, nor required to pay any interest on them.
Termination of rental lease
When the rental lease under this Agreement ends, Leasee will be required to do the
following: empty and clean the rental storage space, such that it is clean, sanitary, and in
good condition, subject only to ordinary wear and tear.
Entire agreement
This lease agreement, including details in Exhibit 1, constitutes the entire agreement
between the parties. It supersedes all previous negotiations, agreements and commitments
whether written or oral with respect to this rental lease agreement. Any modification of this
agreement shall be in writing and shall be signed by each party. There are no
understandings, representations or warranties except as herein expressly set forth and no
rights are granted except as expressly set forth herein.

signed by:

Giovanni Favaretto

Gianna Roveraro

Leasee

Lessor

I. CONSISTENCY OF NARRATIVES
Analysing and Auditing of Management Report
Narrative reporting information is defined as all annual report content published by companies other
than the financial statements, notes and the auditors report. This broad definition of narrative reporting includes all contextual information that accompanies the financial statements and, despite its
name, is expressed in narrative, quantitative, financial or non-financial terms, which could be compulsory or voluntary disclosure.
Financial information alone is not enough for proper assessment of a company’s future. There are
some drivers of company performance that cannot be expressed in financial terms. The extant system of financial accounting fails to capture the risks, opportunities and interdependent organisational relationships of businesses operating in modern, increasingly knowledge-based environments.
Narrative reporting has developed as an outlet for management to disclose present- or future-orientated information demanded by those users seeking to appraise strategy, management quality and
firm-specific intangibles. Therefore, regulators have increasingly mandated or recommended specific,
detailed narrative disclosures.
What is management commentary report?
•

A narrative report that provides a context to interpret the financial position, financial performance and cash flows of an entity.

•

It provides management with an opportunity to explain its objectives and its strategies for
achieving those objectives.

•

An important element of communication with the capital markets, supplementing as well as
complementing the financial statements.

Purpose of the management commentary?
•

Provide users of financial statements with integrated information that provides a context for
the related financial statements. Such information explains management’s view.

•

Complements and supplements the financial statements by communicating integrated information about the entity’s resources and the claims against the entity and its resources.

•

Explain the main trends and factors that are likely to affect the entity’s future performance,
position and progress.

Elements of narrative management commentary:
(1) The nature of the business
(2) Management’s objectives and its strategies
(3) The entity’s most significant resources, risks and relationships
(4) The results of operations and prospects
(5) Critical performance measures and indicators
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The Accounting Directive 1 does not only contain a framework for member states’ accounting rules in
cases where IFRS standards are not used. It also sets rules for auditing, including the management
report. Art. 34 (1) a) i) requires auditors to express an opinion on whether the management report is
consistent with the financial statements for the same financial year:
0F

“Article 34 General requirement
1. Member States shall ensure that the financial statements of public- interest entities, medium-sized
and large undertakings are audited by one or more statutory auditors or audit firms approved by
Member States to carry out statutory audits on the basis of Directive 2006/43/EC.
The statutory auditor(s) or audit firm(s) shall also:
(a) express an opinion on:
(i) whether the management report is consistent with the financial statements for the same financial year, and
(ii) whether the management report has been prepared in accordance with the applicable legal
requirements;”
Assessing the consistency between quantitative and qualitative information can be a difficult task.
Scores that summarize important language tendencies in a quantitative measure can help in this discussion. An example of different language poles may be positive ("pleasing") vs. negative ("stagnant") words. This is often called sentiment.

Case Study Company in Trouble
Every year the CEO of XFashion reports about the situation of XFashion Group. The pdf files are
stored in a certain directory location. The historical earnings of XFashion Group were (in million Euros):
Year

Profit/Loss

2012

51

2013

55

2014

53

2015

44

2016

-23

2017

33

2018

18

DIRECTIVE 2013/34/EU OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL of 26 June 2013 on
the annual financial statements, consolidated financial statements and related reports of certain
types of undertakings, …

1
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a) There are already two word lists stored in Rapidminer:
•

“31 WordList_negative” contains word with a potentially negative meaning.

•

“41 WordList_positive” contains word with a potentially positive meaning

These list were developed by Tim Loughran and Bill McDonald and are available at:
https://sraf.nd.edu/textual-analysis/resources.
In the repository, you can also find software code named “32 Results for a WordList (negative)” and
“32 Results for a WordList (negative)”.

If you run the code, it splits the text of each pdf file in the directory (i.e. each report of the chairman)
into its separate words and counts the occurrence of all words that are on the word list. The output
is shown in three different ways:
•

A count for all words on the word list
(however, the count for specific words might be zero in every report).

•

A count for all words on the word list that appear at least once.

•

The sum of counts for the whole word list.

Compare the results with profits over time!

b) Are there other words where you believe counting and comparing their frequencies over time
might be informative?
•

Explain the reason for it.

•

Open “50 Make WordList_(MyOwn)” and follow the instruction inside to create your own
word list.
Attention: This simple code version does only allow for single words, not combination of
words! Certainly word combinations (so called 2-grams or 3-grams) are possible, but that
would make the code more complex.

•

Start “52 Results for a WordList (MyOwn)” to apply your word list to the reports.

•

Did you get your expected results?
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J. RED FLAGS
Red flags
“Red flags” is an expression for warning signals that the company might be facing problems.
Different problems might have different red flags. Fraud was already discussed in the context of process mining. Why is the possibility of fraud for auditing so important? Fraud risks make auditing more
complicated. The “fraud triangle” explains conditions where fraud becomes very likely.
There are suggestions for indicators to early identify fraud.
However, insolvency issues are also part of accounting and auditing problems. Accounting is usually
done under the going concern assumption. If this assumption is no longer valid – e.g. because of insolvency risk being very high – the accounting treatment of many items would change drastically.
Therefore the auditor must pay attention to the degree of insolvency risk.
There are suggestions for indicators to show increased insolvency risk.

Case Study Red Flags
Group work without computer:
•

Make suggestions how you could use software to find red flags for fraud or red flags for insolvency risks.

•

Are your suggestions identical or would they differ?
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K. FINAL DISCUSSION
During the audit, you got some insights and practical experience about different IT tools that can
help the auditor.
•

•

Choose three different techniques re. IT tools:
-

Explain the underlying principle(s) of the technique.

-

What are advantages it offers?

-

What are difficulties in applying it or limits to the validity of results?

Imagine the future. Describe two areas in which new or advanced IT tools could be applied.

Please present your findings using not more than five slides and in a maximum of 8 minutes.
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